
Disciplinary Agreement

I, ______________________________________ on this date____________________
fully understand that I violated the Georgia Flag Football League (GFFL) Code of Conduct on
(Date of Event) ______________________. I have been presented with the following
disciplinary action:

_____Verbal Warning
_____Suspension

______ Game(s) suspension (removal from premises) # of games__________
______ Indefinite suspension of guardian or associated family member
______ Suspension of player(s) in accordance and associated members
______ Parent and or Player expulsion from GFFL

Please initial each item below:

__________I fully understand that I did not adhere to the following rules and regulations as
stated in the GFFL Code of Conduct:
__________________________________________________________________________
__________ I fully understand and accept the terms of these consequences and promise to
abide by them.
__________ I fully understand that any further infringement upon the GFFL Code of Conduct
could result in further disciplinary action and or the dismissal of myself as well as my
participant(s) from the league.
__________ Upon registration, myself or a member of my family on my behalf, signed and
agreed to uphold the GFFL Code of Conduct and Permission and Waiver.
__________I have been given a copy of the GFFL Guiding Principles and Code of Conduct and
a copy of the Permission and Waiver upon signing this agreement.
__________ I fully understand that if I am not satisfied with the GFFL ruling that was made after
conducting a reasonable investigation and obtaining accounts of the event(s), and I chose to
pursue legal action, GFFL is legally obliged to cease any further discussion regarding this
matter. If legal action is threatened, and intended to be pursued, all participants involved in the
initiation of the proposed litigation will be forced to be dismissed from the league immediately for
their protection.

I understand that if I refuse to acknowledge or sign this agreement, myself and my participant(s)
will be dismissed from the league.

Signature:__________________________________________________________________

League Witness:____________________________________________________________


